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활동 개요 (AFACT)

Activities of Committees
and W/Gs (AFACT)
CCL Utilization in Asia by Hisamao Sugamata (HS):

(1) HS introduced the guideline (in Japanese) for the IT business infrastructure based on CIDL (Cross Industry Data Library).

*CIDL Framework is using the packaging concept of CCTS V3.*
*Refer: http://www.caos-a.co.jp/SIPS/bizinfra/CL_Spec2.html*

(2) Action agreed:
HS will prepare the English version of CIDL Guideline by Sep/2013.
TMC members (and StC members) will evaluate the CIDL Guideline and will feedback to HS by Nov/2013.
HS will propose to utilize the Guideline in Asian region at Nov/2013.
SHARP (Mail) W/G
Secured, authenticated, accountable interchange platform
Korea & Iran started Joint study.

Travel Tourism and Leisure W/G

1. Small Lodging House (SLH)
   International Pilot Project
   scheduled end 2013
   (Japan, Korea, Thailand, Iran)

2. Destination Travel Information (DTI)
   under working
   (Korea, Japan, Thailand)
31st AFACT Mid-term StC mtg (Hoi An) 9-10 May 2013

31st AFACT Plenary&EDICOM (Ho Chi Minh City) is scheduled at End Oct. 2013

ASEAN Single Window Hearing Survey Report

JASTPRO
Japan Association for Simplification of International Trade Procedure
Presentation for 21st UN/CEFACT Forum
Countries visited:
Following 8 out of ASEAN 10 countries
Indonesia
Singapore
Malaysia
Philippine
Thailand
Lao PDR
Cambodia
Vietnam

Corner stone for ASEAN Community
The initiative of ASW is working very closely to the establishment of the “ASEAN Community” by 2015.
It is indispensable for all countries to have their own National Single Window as the trade-related procedures of all ASEAN countries become efficient and transparent that is very important to make ASEAN a Single Market.
This is one of the main objectives of the “ASEAN Community”. 
Program towards the live implementation

① ASW pilot project with a scaled-down architecture is conducted in 2012 among seven ASEAN Member States except Cambodia, Myanmar and Lao PDR.

② The pilot of the full-fledged architecture expected to be carried out in 2013 followed by a full evaluation.

③ The result of the evaluation of the pilot on the full-fledged architecture will be available in 2014.

④ The result of the evaluation will help ASEAN to decide on the ultimate ASW for its ‘live’ implementation in 2015.
**ASW Gateway Application:**

① *Centrally developed and hosted by each ASEAN Member States.*  
② Each ASEAN Member States has **their own ways** to connect their respective **National Single Window**  
③ security is also under their full purview.

---

**Chart 1**  Model of ASEAN Single Window (Distributed Gateway Model)  
(source: material distributed at the Asia-Pacific Trade Facilitation Forum APTFF 2012 in Colombo)
(Hoi An, Vietnam)
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